OUR MISSION

To grow excellent fruit for our community, and to provide a fun and educational tour for locals and visitors.

WHAT FARMS/FARMERS DO YOU LOOK UP TO?

Rob and Gabe at Counter Culture! Rob because he is such a good manager/boss and he knows how to get all the grants. Gabe cause he has non-stop energy and excitement and knows everything about bananas. Both of them because they have endless posi attitudes!

WHAT ARE YOU GROWING?

Our two main crops are Meyer lemons and Hale‘iwa Gold Hawaiian oranges. We also grow many other kinds of citrus and tropical fruit.

WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF AND YOUR BUSINESS IN 5 - 10 YEARS?

I would love to open up a farm stand on the side of the road to sell our fruit and other local products.

WHAT HAS BEEN A SURPRISING CHALLENGE FOR YOU?

Trees in Hawai‘i don’t follow “the rules”. I mean, I read citrus growing manuals for Florida or California and my trees don’t seem to flower and fruit at the “right” time, and I often get multiple harvests a year. I’ve learned to rely on my own observation more than info geared towards other places in the world.

WHERE CAN WE FIND YOU?

The best way to support us is to buy through Farmlink Hawai‘i

www.farmlinkhawaii.com

@lokoea.farms

https://lokoeafarms.wixsite.com/